Dear participant in the blood tests test you requested,
You will receive the requirements for your faeces test below. This collection set consists of tube and
shipping material. The barcode stickers on the tubes refer to your name and your specific research.
We can therefore only carry out the investigation if you provide the enclosed tube (s).
How to send
You will find a prepaid white envelope with green letters. Your lab form is added in this. This code
corresponds to the code on the test tube. When you have performed the test (see the instructions
below), note the collection date on the tube. Put this back in the green drip bag and then between
the cardboard in the envelope. Only by sending it in this way can we guarantee optimum quality and
the shipment of biological material will be allowed by PostNL. Make sure the lab form is included.
The mailing envelope fits through the letterbox and can be sent as normal letter post to the post box
of the medical laboratories dr. Stein (20122 6300 VB Valkenburg). Do not hand in the envelope at the
post office or blood drawing point, but put the envelope in the letterbox as short as possible before
the collection time.
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1. Take the test tube out of the bag. Read the manual and check if the code corresponds with
the code on your lab form.
2. Urine can’t come in contact with the feces. If necessary, please urinate and flush first.
3. Carefully twist the cap of the tube. Attached to the cap is a little stick.
4. With the stick, stroke 2 times over the feces, or poke it 5 times. Make sure a little amount of
feces sticks to the stick.
5. Put the cap with the stick back in the tube and twist it until you hear a click.
6. Put the tube back in the green bag and close it.
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